Bona Edge System
Easy Grip Handle • Built-in Work Light • Superior Dust Containment

Bona® Edge
• The control of a traditional edger and toekick accessibility.
• Provides a level of smoothness and balance unmatched in the industry.
• Built-in hour meter assists in determining the need for routine maintenance.

Bona® Mini Edge
• Unique stair standing support prevents machine from dipping.
• Compact design is ideal for sanding in closets, stairs and tight areas other edgers can’t reach.

Bona® Edge XL
• Designed for performance, convenience and durability.
• Unequaled power, superb balance and superior dust pick-up.
• “Open-throat” design allows unobstructed air flow in the vacuum chamber.
• Access deeper toekicks and other hard to reach places.

BonaLease
Looking for a way to invest in equipment and increase the profitability of your floor finishing business? You’ve found it! Bona US and your distributor have teamed up to offer you the finest equipment leasing program in the industry.

• Affordably upgrade your business to Atomic Dust Containment Systems.
• Low monthly payments.
• Improves cash flow.
• Allows quick response to new opportunities.
• Quick and easy application process.
• May provide tax and accounting benefits.
• Preserves your existing credit lines.

How it works:
• Select the Bona sanding equipment you need from your distributor.
• Fill out the lease application.
• Receive approval within 4 business hours.
• Upon approval, lease documentation will be sent out immediately for you to sign. Once signed the equipment is yours.
• At the end of the lease you may return or purchase the equipment.

Program Details:
• 24 - 60 month terms.
• Simple, one page lease application.
• For an application and rate quotes see your Bona distributor or apply online at bona.com
Bona® Atomic® Trailer

The innovative concept of the trailer-mounted Bona Atomic Dust Containment System means having a more powerful system, providing evacuation of the airborne dust that is generated from the entire sanding process.

- Dramatically more powerful system, providing evacuation of airborne dust, which is powered by a fuel efficient, 29-HP electronic fuel injected water-cooled Kawasaki engine outside the home or business.
- 2” and 1 5/8” non-marking hose connects the sanding machines to the dust collection system in the trailer.
- Perfect system to advertise your business. Standard graphic packages included and other options available.
- GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®

Bona® Atomic® 600 DCS

- Comparable performance to the Bona Atomic Trailer
- Twice the vacuum power over the Bona Atomic 300 DCS
- Versatile power option – run unit on 120v or 240v
- 600 cfm can collect dust from two belt sanders
- Comes standard with 125’ of non-marking, smooth bore, vacuum hose
- Sand up to 1,200 sq. ft. before emptying 30 gallon dust barrel
- Quick disconnect cyclone reservoir
- Lined with 4ml plastic bags makes it easy for one person to empty
- Trailer docking station for safe, secure transport in any trailer
- Dual, individually tested & certified HEPA filters provide maximum vacuum efficiency
Why Dust Containment?

Dust containment has become an expected service among consumers. They have become more aware of their dust-free sanding choice, and they realize they don’t have to put up with the mess or health risks. That is why Bona has pioneered the most powerful, portable, and effective dust containment systems ever. The Bona® Atomic® Dust Containment Systems are the necessary innovations to push your business forward, offering increased customer satisfaction, higher quality results, and healthier working conditions.

Bona Atomic Dust Containment Systems are GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®, and the Bona system is the only GREENGUARD certified hardwood floor system in the industry. Bona’s innovative dust containment systems provide:

- Increased customer satisfaction
- Higher quality results
- Improved profitability
- Healthier working conditions
- No time-consuming plastic to hang
- No costly clean-up

Why Dust Containment?

Bona® DCS®

Heavy-duty, 2HP vacuum for use with Bona Edge or DCS Buffer. Vacuum tools included. 15 gallon capacity. 25’ hose with cuffs.

Bona® DCS®

Powerful vacuum with padded shoulder and waist straps for use with DCS Buffers or vacuum attachment tools. Tools included.

Bona® DCS®

Super Vac

Bona® DCS®

Back Vac
Bona Belt

**Bona® Belt - 8” and 10”**

- Innovative compact chassis for easy maneuvering.
- Poly-V drive belt increases power and is even more efficient than regular belts.
- Adjustable double feather handle and lever operation. Drum pressure, tracking and cut angle all adjust safely from the top of the machine.
- Atomic DCS® compatible. 6” height adjustable handle. 4.0 HP, 60 Hz, 230 Volt, Thermal Overload Protection, travel dolly and nose weight are included.

Visit [bona.com](http://bona.com) for complete spec sheets and Bona product catalog.

Bona® Power Station Plus

Voltage power station for 230 and 115 volt equipment. Buck/boost for 230 volt equipment with on-line volt meter, and 20 amp breaker for 115v outlets.

Bona FlexiSand DCS Buffer

**Bona® FlexiSand DCS Buffer**

- Innovative vacuum chamber for superior dust pick
- Low deck height for access to toe-kicks and other hard to reach places.
- Floating dust skirt adjusts automatically
- Large wheels for easy maneuverability when transporting
- Hydraulically adjustable handle height at the push of a button

**Bona® Multidisc**

Bona’s innovative 6 disc drive plate creates the perfect surface for a Bona finish system. The 6, 5” disc spin independently of each other, all but eliminating swirls and scratch marks, leaving the floor smooth and flat.
**Bona® BLUE Antistatic**

BLUE. Powerful. Smooth. You’ve never experienced an abrasive like this.

- Innovative combination of grit materials and anti-static properties, designed to give you aggressive performance without sacrificing smoothness, at a tremendous value.
- Anti-static properties helps prevent dust from clinging to the belt, which keeps your machine cleaner and leads to a more consistent cut and less dust on the floor.
- Available in 24-120 grit.

---

**Edger Discs**

Versatile range of edger discs from cost conscious bolt-on to top of the line Bona BLUE anti-static with quick change siafast backing.

**Bona BLUE Anti-static Zirconia/ SiC blend**
- More aggressive, consistent cut
- Less dust on floor
- Keeps machine cleaner
- Less clogging

**Silicon Carbide**
- Available in 7”
  - Siafast cloth backing
  - 5/16” hole
  - 7/8” hole
- Paper backing
  - 5/16” hole
  - 7/8” hole

---

**Screens**

**16” Sanding Screens**
- Full resin bond
- More consistent scratch pattern
- Excellent grain retention
- Reclosable box for protection and transport

**Double-Sided Discs - 16”**
- High quality silicon carbide and aluminum oxide “double-sided” sanding discs.
- No need for a separate hardplate. Simply drive with a 16” Conditioning Pad on any 16” buffer for incredibly flat, clean floors.

---

**Rolls**

**8” and 12” Silicon Carbide**
- 12” Bona BLUE Anti-static Zirconia/SiC blend
- 25 yard rolls
- High quality minerals
- Long lasting
- Consistent cuts

**Conditioning Pads - 16” and 20”**
- Unique conditioning pad system outperforms any abrasive or conditioning material today for abrading wood floors between finish coats.

---

**Delta Sheets - 150 Grit**
- Specially designed, slow - loading abrasives for smoothing waterborne sealers. Attaches quickly to Bona Conditioning Pads.

**Hand Sanding Block and Paper**
- Cork Sanding Block
- Contouring Sanding Block
- Siafast Sanding Block Paper